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Chapter I: INTRODUCTION
When a patient leaves the hospital to tahe his place
again in his family, in his community, or at work, he
carries with him the sum of all his past experiences. His
extramural adjustment is not only conditioned by his men-
tal illness, but also by previous patterns of life. Long
established habits, inherent personality factors, and the
preparation for life which is a continuous process begun
from early childhood, are all linked with the success or
failure of the trial visit. The immediate cause which pre-
cipitates rehospitalization, therefore, can best be con-
ceived when viewed with perspective to the patient’s total
background,
A. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study of patients rehospitalized
in 1944 is to gain a better understanding of the causative
factors in failures of psychotic patients to make an ade-
quate home adjustment while on trial visit. This might
suggest better methods for the prevention of further fail-
ures, as well as establish some means for making a more
accurate social prognosis in the future follow-up of other
cases. In pursuing this study the total personality was
taken into account, and such questions were raised as how
much part insecurity from childhood played in later adjust-
ment, What had been the patient’s previous history of
5CisXc aixi ct lattqMoti &L3 eats^I .foel^Bq A nsiiW
9d iM zo hid al ^rltmnJ aid al nls^s
eiH .^-jon t IrtcfXB ;feBq a ill iXo lo ruse biI^ eitfl atlw aatzzao
-nes «lri 'td fcoaolUbJoo ^Xno foa al fti^KfaDlba Ltrtijauitiia
SnoJ .^IIX Ic J'lTo^^eq auolvetq obXb sad ^aaaatit let
edt baB .eio^oal ^llsnoeieq taezedal ,etldvii bedeildetee
air$ed aeeoozq eaotmltaoo b al doldw <»11I ‘xo^’ noi^aanqdiq
*10 eeaoooB adl dtie befall lla ezB ^boodblldo icX'iaa rrozJ
-*>*rq doldw obubo etalbwnml edT .tlely lelzt edj to •'luXIal
-noo Bd tB9d aso t^zo^Xezedd ,aoltBsHat Iqaadaz nsJBtlqio
iBtot B*taeltBq »dt ot svltoaqBZBq dt Iw bowelv noj^’w berjtoo
^bniJoz^OBd
itcrops 5na oeocTpq ,A
besllBtlqaodaz staeltaq lo xbvte e-idt lo saoczuq etfT
evltBsifBo Bdc Ic 2dtbnstBZ9i>ciSj zatted s ala^ oi aX nl
-3b« ZB e^ian otf aJaal^eq oWodo^aq lo aeouXlfil nl arroJoal
Frisia: aldT ,tlBlv iBlzt no oXidw ^aao^autbs t»3cd ettsup
-Xicl Torltni/l lo aol^nov&iq adt zoi ebodteai zatted taass^^a
Bzom B jjalifliB *rol 3/ii»0fa omoo dalXdB^aa ea XXow aa fbozi^
zfydto lo qu-woXlol 3ZJjti/J 9dt nl a laon^o*iq Xaicoa •i“8'uiooB
jiaw XXefloeioq Xa^oJl adt xbuta cidt ^luBzuq nl .Baano
s
wod ea baalan ©tow boc Itsotip rioi/a baa ^taucooB otai aodet
-:lau|,l>a •rad’flX al bsxalq bcodbl Ido izozi xt Izi/oeeal tzaq doutc
lo xicla Id Buolvfizq a^taaltaq 9dt ZBod ban tsjdV , taam
adaptation as indicated by his ability to get along with
others, to set up satisfying goals, and to maintain steady
job employment? How well was he equipped to meet economic
competition as measured by formal eduation and specific job
training? Did his history reveal any serious personality
problems such as alcoholism, sexual conflict, or familial
discord? Was the mental breakdown a result of a very trau-
matic experience, or was it the culmination of a series of
trying episodes in the patient’s life? During the trial
visit period were there definite factors in the environment
which lent themselves adversely in hastening a relapse of
mental symptoms? In what way could social service have
been a greater aid to these patients?
This study is based on the psychiatric records of
forty-eight World War I veterans and forty-two World War II
veterans, making a total of ninety who came back from a
trial visit in 1944 to be rehospitalized at the Veterans
Facility in Bedford, Massachusetts. On the original read-
mission list there appeared one hundred and ten names, but
sixteen of these were duplications due to a second trial
visit readmission in the same year; four others were elim-
inated from this study because the readmission was a matter
of technical procedure, such as the patient who returned
the same day as a result of transportation difficulty. Of
the remaining ninety, thirteen returned for treatment of
gnolA ^as VJtlXdfl old r,d n^&aotbnl aa noii t^iq^ba.
XOH9ia aiB^iittia bms « *I;Ka CJ .aiaa^o
oivoaooa ^aam o? baqqtui^a ad jb* IX#w »oH VJnaarvoXq®w dot
dot oilXoaqa baa aoW-i/bti ha*ii*af.vic rb nolJXdaqiijo
YdllBnoBiaq Booiioe xcb Xaevai t'l^oXd ftXd bifl ^^ainlaii
X- iXtHBl *10 ,^oXX*Jac3 Xatocai. ,JDoiXaricolB ea doi/a. eaiaXcfortq
-jLfBn? ® tXaBBi B nwobjlBBid laa /iBo #^.11 aa# 7Jyiooait
lo ttsliaa 8 TlO joX7bii1clXj0o arid ax asw 10 ,Boaaliaqx8 olium
aria SaXrriKI ?9lll e’dasiaeq eda ai BBboelqe SflXx^^
aaamio^rivne adl ai 810.Job1 BaXalreb aiajla a"xa* boircaq ^ieXv
lo neqelen a sflXaa^aaii nX x^aaia”*’^® aevXdaciailJ ^naX cioiriw
avad ©oiviaa XaXooa bXooo x®*‘ ^ariw nl ?aa»oJqi/!v;8 Xalnaci
VednoMoq aaaiiX^ 5ia a naad
lo 85*10061 oXidaiiloxeq ©dJ no b©«Bd ax xby^a slriT
II 10W bXioW owX-x^^ol aaeiadeT I ia?T bXio*’ Xxl^Xe-vficl
0
a moil icsd 6a»o oriw lo XaJod a ^aaaie^av
aflfiiaXaV add da besXXdX tqeodfei ©d 03 at ^lalv XfsXiX
-5861 XBai^Xio oaX aO .8JXaex;xloac;2 8U ^biolbad ul ''iJ IX leal
tutS ,a62!fia naX bnfl boixiu/d f»ao baiaoqqo ©laxid XalX aoiaaljr;
j»M bnooas s oJ oJb aacttsotiqvb ifZ»v 9a*)dS lo nuftXxXe
-mil© ;*i'-'w aiQitto lucl ;iet#x od^ ai aoX8eliD5adi ilstj
a 86W no X86 Xm5<«:ai ad4 adUJioad x^xrxa sXdX moil baXBxii
baniud'vi cilB daaXXaq ad? a a dona tdiubaooiq XfioXado©^ lo
10 .x^i^cXllXb aol dBwToqaaoiX lo JXiieoi a as \eit> miosa ed?
lo 10I 5anix.;?©i naaJlidJ ,x^®nxa fui ta tjjjJtar
physical ailments and according to hospital records, bore
no indication of emotional or mental maladjustment. Al-
though one may question whether the inclusion of these thir-
teen oases contributes further to a stuiy of problems in
adjustment, the writer feels justified in presenting all
oases returned to the hospital, in order to draw a more
comprehensive picture of the returnees. The fact that
these patients were able to accept medical treatment from
the hospital without suffering any serious emotional dis-
turbance is worthy of note in pointing out the kind of rela-
tionship which can be built up between hospital and patient.
So often a patient will have such great fear of undergoing
another long hospital confinement that he will prefer to
seek private medical aid rather than ret\irn to the scenes
of a mental institution. Under such circumstances where
the socied worker acts as a liason between the hospital and
patient she can qiiet many of the patient’s fears by dis-
cussing with him any misconceptions that he may have regard-
ing medical treatment.
B. Method
Material for interpretation in making this study was
gathered by a schedule for each case which included such
pertinent data as the patient’s family background, his
interpersonal relationships, educational preparation, work
history, and the factors pertaining to his illness, that
o::od ,a&*ro9«*i Xa^Jtqaod '^tSnoova 5na t^n^srlle toolatiiq
.^aamTe jlbBltm LB^a^ lo Ij^sdliona lo ncUaothnl on
9« 3x1^ Id nciauXoaJt oi(l i9fU:*il«r aol:saijp xam ono d^uii
nl ezToXdO'iq lo a eoti/di'z^xsoo -at^ario aoai
LIb anX^naadTq al hat^tsisul aiu^l icXltv 'jfacits
9*1001 o aB*r^ cW inono al (iB^lqaoii Okii cl doaxMlx^'r aoafio
" 1 9X& loel eilT .adanrolirn ad* 'c oiuiolq av/aacifaiqcco
0071 laa fill 9071 iBolbam Jqocoa oit xLdfl tf^ew alnoHeq aa.^i
-cUb lBaolSar.9 euolno* \:nii i^lTo'rttia Irciiillw XaJiqeod 5i11
-niML lo ftnlii odl 'luo ^llrrZoq ni ©lor. lo 'ir.i7cnr ei ©o/iao^nl
• Inellaq f>n© Xalxqaod neowiod qo IXXi/cf ©d nao noJLriw qxnamJti
^nios^oftno lo mol 1b©*is dot;© sved Xliw inajcluq m noilo o'*
ol 7ol97q XXiw ad Isdl Inaaenllnoo Xfillqaod t^oX ladlonr
esnaofc edl ol nTX/l.si n^dl Todlai t>ls laolfcam eltirrl^q ^iaa©
97©dw aaoaoleiUL^oi Ic doi/a lo&nU .ooiiiilllanl Xaliifco © lo
bo3 Xsllqcod adi noavlcd noualX a a© alo© aadiov ialooa «1J
-GlJ3 ^d a7©al B*lii©li©q ©xtx lo ^ni^o leitp itso ad© Inallsq
-Ii7©5.e7 sTfld Y©qj atf ijgdl ©nol Iqaoacoalo mtd dllw ^alaaoo
eow ^cot/l© aldi snl^tJK xii nollBla^q^elnl 70 l XrlToltiM
doci© babuloaX doidw ©a©© doee 7ol ©Xxi6ddoe © xd da*iadl©{i
©Id
,
feniio7?^o©cf xXliBol a*inallBq aril e© ©1©6 Inenlliaq
ii70w ,floll©7©qo7q Xanoilaodda tBqirienollaXoi .XBaoc^aq^elni
ladl ,aeanXIl a id ol 3nlnJbsl39q eToio©! adi fcna «^[iolaid
Inoolseii iBOldeor gal
bodlal^ .6
is, conditions under which the psychosis took place, how
significant a role military life played, and the psychic
deteiminants of age, diagnosis, and length of hospitaliza-
tion. (See appendix for schedule.) All factual informa-
tion was taken from the individual psychiatric clinical
records. Correspondence files relative to these patients
were also examined in order to get a tetter understanding
of the reactions from relatiTes, and to help clarify envi-
ronmental details which were not indicated in the clinical
records. Unfortunately as a result of the limited person-
nel in this department, social service records were lacking
in most of these cases. There was no way of judging pre-
parole investigations or the kind of follow-up guidance
rendered by the social service department. Social histo-
ries, too, which were included in the psychiatric clinical
records were written mostly by the medical staff and con-
sequently were brief and ladced sufficient detail to pre-
sent a complete social picture.
Table I shows a diagnostic distribution of the
patients used in this study. The two groups of sixty-
seven Dementia Praecox cases and seven Manic-Depressive
cases make a total of seventy-four, or eighty-two per cent
of the patients carrying the diagnosis of a functional psy-
;
.
chosis, and leave a mere scattering of eighteen per cent
among the other six diagnostic categories. For convenience
‘rf i tQcAsxti'i M ioldir if^^xu. wati^ "Aiioc
,
io\an vur zoB 9*U olcn b
~
.iiiiW lc?«oil aJ^janoI .xz Imca:^^
^
\: Q^nonlmB^ :
-•T''.oln • if uSO'Vi :X.v ( t . lor xl^•.L•;^^-'l i .not#
I.;ci;iil:f oii.'^ti tno^jaq if^irclv tlaii arf# cc-x*! i-> j* 'j.'^ nci?
5i^aL»l#cq #?. jd# c# »vX#'aie*r 3oaatncqf'.r’'i*Tfjr. ._ 1 j 7 o^'’
S/fiSnaJ-eid^ni; ToJ^ifed e *5^ 'fdJbio ;ii fianiraBJCd oela ?!»»
-tva^ ^liTcIo -Tlexl zS fin/3 ,a*>vWaXe‘x moil eaoitoft-j*: >.# lo
X-'clniiO id#' iii DeJaolJD/il 3cfl oum rloLiir eX..a#ei> It^#:. ^xioi
-noaieq Jbfcjicril sri^ Ir JXusot a aa
. :i>i.'Osi
HnXi^oa£ 3T!9Tr cfcicoa*i doivioa XeXooe
,
e2;1^ xj f Xsa
-a^q sni^i/L Ic bow aiaclT .aeczso ic Je - .;i .:!
9‘jnsoii;s qxj-ToIio'^ Tto bnl:ii oriJ *io e^iGit^^xqctjYnl Xina
,
-cjaXa iBtoo^ . 3 aiinJ ta qex* aoimoa Xalooa arf? Xoiefcxisi
IsoiixiXo oXTt#Birio\aq aa# ni baJ&uX^i rioiJw ,oc#
,
29.1
-nc'o bna Xaoxbaxi naq#lrir anaw cbTOy "i
-3i[q oJ Ijta^ab j.ialoX^'ii/a ba:^BX ban ‘^t'Xrrd dTow X-^ ^f* 9 i;ptpe
. )'xa#ot'T letocB s#eIqBioo a v loa
iitS- to nol*i;dl73Bib oi^acTsaJi) b cwotfe I aXviaT
-X^zia lo equcii^ orj eilT .xaifJe «1X# ci fteai; a#n j:#Bq
q9(T~oin*C' nsv^B jai. eeiico ilqr.BnaC aersa
3nao laq ’^o
,
ntrol-x^nevea lo Xew o# b o^tisri: ’Eso
-Xaq XeiciJ OiJXfl r lo eXeoajMjl/) aij3 jtntxirrBo e^ni^.i^oq i#rf3 lo
#neo teq naBqrfjjia lo ^i*r»q#‘^-oe ot?3t b jExir ,-xao.lo
::o.Taiaov.:oo lo'T .aeiiojaoq aon:^ JtJb rla lirrlJo axl# jjnC '^3
the Dementia Praecox cases and the Manic-Depressive cases
will be combined under the term "Functional Psychosis"
wherever they appear in other tables*
m-
.C
j> ^
•f>6B0 ev resB'iqoC^oia^ arf^ bne 3d€BO xoo^b^^I aNubasC 9dt
^mi^odox!^*i laacIJoritfV *t9 hai: tf-iaidaoc 9d lliw
*3?»Id»^ -ladJc at .-xetqga i‘-»r«rt»dw 1*
' *
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Table I
DIACaiOSTIC DISTRIBUTION
Types of Psychosis War I War II Total
Dementia Praecox 31 36 67
Manic-Depressive 7 — 7
General Paresis 5 — 5
Psychopathic Personality 1 3 4
Alcoholic Psychosis 2 — 2
Epilepsy 1 1 2
Post-Traumatic Psychosis 1 1 2
Psychosis w. Mental Deficiency— 1 1
Total 48 42 90
dHOiTuaiJiTBia or'.eoJT’Aic
laioT II T.6V I Iflir alcOilo^a'I lo aaqxT
V5 dC IS xcot)8*x*l aUnoinMI
V -- V ov 1 a ttft'i'TaQ- 0 IxJ
c -- s aia9*Td'I
h t I ilBncai©^ oxa^ aqodax**^
s -- s siaoxlOYa^ oilolooIA
s I I XeqaXIq^
a I I aXsoilo^al o22 8j£ixmT>-J8oa
I I ioil-aG .» alaoilo'^a^
ue 2^ 8> 18^0?
it •
7Chapter II: THE TRIAL VISIT
The purpose of the ho^ital in placing the patient on
trial visit instead of granting an outright discharge is
to extend further guidance and s\5)ervisicn until the patient
feels more secure on the outside, A trial visit may be
from one month to three months in duration, at the end of
which period the patient may have another three months*
extension, provided he has bean making favorable progress.
This quarterly extension is continued until a full year
away from the hospital is completed, when the patient is
then given a discharge, (There are exceptions to the trial
visit plan for those patients whose diagnosis does not
warrant close supervision or who have come to the hospital
voluntarily, or for observation only,)
The customary procedure in a trial visit is for the
medical staff to make this reconmendation to the patient *s
relatives after the patient has been re-examined by them,
and the social service department has investigated pertinent
aspects of the home environment. It is permissible, how-
ever, for the patient *8 relatives to initiate the request
for a trial visit, upon which the medical staff will make
a decisicm. Herein there is much elasticity in the hospi-
tal *s policy, for the relatives have the right to take the
patient home under almost any condition except where the
patient may do actual harm to himself or to others. Should
no aq snicolq ni ^rt^ ^!c *vfio.i*ijq i#riT '
^t Jii.jdoala ^Asl’i^Jc H3 Jl8ir Inlil
JaslCAC «dw lUflo at:laiT*7 «'iu8 firm «oaii)iui, 6aoJx«
i
©o’ ^ tdlv Isitr^ A .of>Io^uc »rif no aiooae ©ion alt»dl
|
to tne 9xl:t tnoi^e^Ajft rrl etifacn ©anrii ri^ucii too ico^t
,
»
r
’erfJnoc aearf^ iCona &red x®c: taettf/sjq ©JX fiolioq doti!*
j
.ae^i^oiq ©IrfeiovBl ^l^ea msd «ad ©ri totirrorq (aoianaJxe
1SBX JUul B Xliatf beunUnov tt notano^i® \lzBiimjp etffT .
I
al ^aeWaq ed^ natlw ^b9i 9ir;mo at iaJlqcori ©rfJ moTt ic»w»
oJ arrottqoox© ©is ©lodT) .esisdofcl/> e nsvt?^ ned^
^on aleongiStL ©aoifr/ ainslifsq ®*5od^ lot n?:Iq Jtalv
XsJiqaorf sri^ ocf sinoo evejl oriw io noiatrinqi/a eaolo incn^
not^STiaado lol io ,xX ti©J ixiflov
ed^ lol at ^talr Xatil b at ezijleooiq xitaco^&ao adT
,
8*^a9t;fsq efiJ ut not^adjcanincooi a hit BSlea o^ Itsta .
iinodd’ Tjd beflliiiMxa-ei iwed asd taat^sq sd^ isJts sartJsiai
t*:^i:tJiaq Xs3 eatitaavnt asd tnainJUsqafc ©otnee ictooe arfj Im* i
i
-wod t aid ice ton ©q cr ?I •S’cecanoiiv/uj e«aod aaJ lo .oeqa^ ‘
I
teadpai eiiS BtBtttat at aevWBisi a’^dsUsq od^ lot ,icv3 '
tijlBn lltK TiBtB iBolbenj ort^ dotda noqr iulr.f a ioi ,'
-iraoil exit nt ''C^toWasia dotan at atans ntoiaE .iirt^>t06d s ,
»l
ad^ 02isJ S^dsiti ©iW avsd cavt^slai lotl (\ciX:;q a'la^ !
]
©riJ diodw ^qaox© notttJbaoc itaosiX^ i©t>fu> ©mcd JnBt^eq
Mucili' .ai«dito 70 IXaaarXri o^ iuisd Xsi/toa ot> ^ipa taBlteq
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the medical staff feel strongly convinced that the patient
actually will not do harm to anyone but still has a need
for further hospitalization, a trial visit may be refused
and the patient allowed release only "Against Medical
Advice", in which case the patient is prohibited from being
re-admitted to the hospital for ninety days. The term
"Against Medical Advice" induces many relatives to recon-
sider their request; nonetheless, there is still a great
gap between the trial visit recommended by the medical
staff and the trial visit allowed after much discussion on
the part of the staff.
During the trial visit period, the hospital offers
supervision in the home adjustment of the patient through
its social service department. If the environment creates
tension for him, efforts are made to ameliorate the exter-
nal conditions, whether it be by giving interpretation to
the relatives or by effecting a situational change. At
the same time the social worker may aid the patient to re-
gain confidence in himself, and may discuss problems with
him that are threatening his recovery. She may also en-
courage him to make suitable vocational choices and may
refer him to proper resources iihen more information is
needed. In every case the social worker’s understanding of
the patient will affect the extent and the quality of Ihe
service she can render him. She must be able to relate the
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dynamic factors of the patient’s past experiences to his
present mental diagnosis, and both of these to the trial
visit environment
,
in order that she may set up with the
patient some tentative goal in the type of adjustment
which he may be able to make in the family, in the community,
or at work,
A mental breakdown may be the culminating reaction to
a multiplicity of causes, or it may be caused by a weak con-
stitution meeting an insurmountable obstacle. This concept
is well described by Dr. Strecker in his analogy of a men-
tal disease to a physical ailment.
Disease is almost always the culmination of a long
series of more or less detrimental and destructive
conditions which eventually become sufficiently strong
to break down the barriers of natural and acquired
resistance. The tronendous inportance of even such
general considerations as age, race, climate, nutri-
tion, occupation, hygiene, habits of life and the
like, cannot be overemphasized, and even thou^ it is
often true that such general factors would be power-
less to produce morbidity in themselves if the direct
mediatio>n of a specific cause were wanting, still it
is probably also true that without their predisposing
influences, this cause in itself would not exert any
harmful effect.
It would seem, therefore, that in some sense we
are always dealing with total reactions which are the
end result of the constant interplay between individual
and environment, One man’s) resistance is either
greater or less at one time than at another, and its
strength is dependent upon the addition and subtraction
of all the upbuilding and deteriorating conditions of
his whole life.
For descriptive piirposes, insanity may be regard-
ed as the substitution of unreality for reality, just
as organic disease may be thought of as a change from
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an organically natural to an unnatural or diseased
status# 1
The above quotation indicates that resistance is an
all-important factor; and, in this respect, the trial visit
is a test of the patient’s ability to live adequately in
his home and in his community* His resistance to being
overcome by adverse conditions of daily living may be pre-
dicted in some measure by the degree of recovery from
mental symptoms he has attained before he leaves the hospi-
tal* Ideally, complete remission from all symptoms would
offer him a maximum resistance, for then he would be in
full contact with reality in all spheres and could meet new
situations more easily* In practice this is not always
possible. From the medical point of view not all patients
can recover fully or have complete remission of S3miptoms;
and from the medical view, a prolonged hospitalization may
be as detrimental as one that is too brief. Then too, there
is the pressure frcM eager but misunderstanding relatives
who insist upon taking the patient home* It may be con-
cluded, therefore, that patients leaving the hospital have
reached variable degrees of recovery, and that the prognoses
based on the illness alone will similarly vary*
On the other hand there are those who, though they
may have reached maximum recovery and may have attained a
1 1 Edward A. Strecker, ”The Non-Specificity of Mental
Disease”, Mental Hygiene
.
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complete remission of symptoms, bear a poor prognosis be-
cause of unsound habits of long duration, such as chronic
alcoholism or psychopathic personality. The repetition of
detrimental habits and Inability to exercise self-control
may then precipitate the retiirn of psychotic symptoms, or
cause them to get into trouble in the community.
Of no less importance is the question of what effects
extemal factors will have upon the patient. Is he return-
ing to a marital situation to which he cannot adjust? Is
he going back to an over-protective mother or a domineer-
ing father? Do his feelings of inferiority gain greater
proportion when he is put in con^jetition with those stronger
and more able than himself? What constitutes an adequate
or an inadequate adjustment?
The connotation of the word ’adjustment” takes into
account two factors, the personality and the object to
which it must adjust, the environment. Since the patient’s
ability to adjust varies, the magnitude of the environment
is enlarged or contracted in proportion to what he can meet
adequately. Where one patient may be expected to conform
only to his family and neighborhood, another may be ejected
to make a satisfactory economic adjustment. The older
chronic patient, tor example, who has regressed considerably
may be able to live outside the hospital on a dependency
status fbT a long or a short time according to the manner
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In which he is helped or tolerated by other members of the
family; irtiile on the other hand a young patient, having
fully recovered from a psychotic episode, would be expected
to make a vocational and a social adjustment commensurate
with his age and intelligence*
In looking forward to understanding the problems of
the patient on trial visit, points that should be considered
are: (1) That the medical prognosis of the patient varies
according to the diagnosis, duration of illness, and the
degree of recovery upon leaving the ho^ital; (2) that
environmental conditions influencing the patient are vari-
able in regard to interpersonal relationships, actual living
conditions, and magnitude of social contacts; (3) that the
patient bears distinct personality features based upon his
past experiences which may hinder or help his recovery;
(4) that the patient is constitutionally endowed with cer-
tain strengths and weaknesses which are in turn influenced
by environment in creating a given amount of resistance;
and (5) that resistance fluctuates from time to time accord-
ing to the internal and external forces influencing the
personality*
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Chapter III: FAMILIAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOlrUC BACKGROUND
To completelj understand the patient who leaves the
hospital to make an adjustment on the outside, one must
have an understanding of his personality based upon a
longitudinal study of the entire history and setting. It
Is not enough merely to know the diagnosis and the Immed-
iate conditions of the environment*
The most clear-cut evaluation In the study of mental
disorder has been the recognition of the continuity
of mental life In relationship not only to the organic
growth of the Individual, but to the escperlences which
he undergoes and survives, A mental disorder is to be
studied as a stage to stage process, Very rarely do ,
we find mental disorders developing from a clear sky.
In infancy and early childhood the personality is
first primarily narcissistic: the child is concerned only
with its own somatic and p sychological needs. He displays
passive, intaking trends in relation not only to food and
drink but also to love and attention. As he gets older
and more secure, and after he has had sufficient gratifica-
tion, this narcissism is altered gradually until he is able
to spill over his excess energy, love and attention to
others, his parents, his siblings, and an ever widening
circle of personal contacts. He will become more altruis-
tic, less selfish and less self-centered in relative pro-
portion to the amount of satisfaction he received in his
1 Edward A. Strecker and Franklin G, Ebaugh, Clinical
Psychiatry
, p. 38.
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first years.
The degree to which he can love and give to others
depends on his own inner security, based on having had
enough for himself. If his security is precarious,
love of others depletes him and he feels humility and
inferiority. 2
The security of a child may be weakened by the death
or the desertion of one or both parents, or by adverse
parental attitudes such as reject! caa or favoritism toward
a sibling. Similarly, personality traits in the parents
such as marked dominance, emotional instability, or extreme
passivity may inhibit the child from normal self-expression.
He will repress conflicts which may later find an outlet as
neurotic symptoms. Even more hazardous and frightening to
the child is the bizarre or absurd behavior of the alcohol-
ic parent, or the unexpected reactions of a family member
who is mentally ill.
As the child grows older and identifies with the com-
munity, the status idiidh his family has there will further
add to or detract from his sense of security. With these
primary attitudes and self-evaluation he enters into the
school relationship, later into his occupation, and finally
into conmunity and nationwide endeavors. His home has
provided him with his first tools, good or bad, to face
the world of reality. If later he makes poor identification,
has repeated failures, or develops a defeatist attitude,
2 Roy R. Grrinker and John P. Spiegel, Men Under
Stress, p. 121.
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these may be reflections, of the poor equipment with which
he started.
A. Family Background
Table II shows the family background of the ninety
returnees divided into three categories: normal homes,
broken homes, and those with emotional instability. By
"normal homes” is meant those hemes in which the patient
was Drought up oy both parents, and there were no known
traits of alcoholism or mental and emotional disturbances
in other family members. Under "broken homes” were grouped
those in which the patient was reared by only one parent,
by one parent and a step-parent, by relatives, or in an
orphanage. Homes with "emotional instability" were classi-
fied as those in which personality defects on the part of
one or both parents or the siblings, such as alcoholism,
mental illness, neurotic traits, or extreme dominance, may
have caused a feeling of insecurity, fear, or confusion
in the child, the patient, growing up in that environment.
In those cases wijere a broken home and emotional instability
in other members of the family occurred simultaneously, the
family was listed under the broken home group.
Table II shows that only thirty patients, or one-
third of the group, came from homes that were reported nor-
mal, Thirty-two came from homes censidered emotionally
unstable, and twenty-one from broken homes, making a total
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Table II
FAMILY BACK(3R0UND
Type of Home
— —
T3Tpes of Psychosis Total
No.
Per
CentFC CP AL GP EP PT MD
Normal Home 22 — — 4 1 2 1 30 33
Broken Home 16 2 1 1 1 — — 21 23
Emotionally Unstable 29 2 1 — — — — 32 36
No Data 7 7 8
Total 74 4 2 5 2 2 1 90 100
^Abbreviations : FC - Functional EP - Epileptic
CP - Psychopathic PT - Post -Traumatic
AL - Alcoholic MD - Mental Deficiency
GP - Paresis
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of fifty-three, or fifty-nine percent, who did not grow up
in a normal home environment. In seven cases there was not
sufficient data upon which to draw conclusions. Of the
thirly-two who came from homes which were emotionally
unsound, el^t had fathers diaracter ized as "nervous’’,
extremely domineering, or grouchy and irritable; four had
mothers described as hi^ly emotional or "nervous"; two
patients were very attached to their extremely over-protec-
tive mothers. In nine families there was a history of a
mental breakdown on the part of a parent. Five cases
showed that there were personality defects on the part of
siblings: two patients had siblings with a mental disorder;
one had an epileptic sibling; and in the two other cases the
siblings were described as high-strung and neurotic. Of
the broken home gro\q), nine grew with only one parent,
three with a father and six with a mother. Four were
reared by relatives, one in an orphanage, and seven in a
home with a step-parent.
In reference to their diagnoses, forty -five patients
with a functional psychosis came from psychologically inade-
quate homes as compared with twenty-two from normal homes.
The four patients with psychopathic personalities and the
two alcoholics were equally divided between broken homes and
those emotionally unstable. Of the two epileptics, one
came from a norm^ home and the other frcm a broken home.
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The backgrounds of the two post- traumatic cases and the
one with mental deficiency were reported normal,
B, Intelligence - Educat ional and Occupational Hi story
(Intelligence) is biologically condition edi education-
ally and culturally developed and analyzed; and to the
extent that the organism is potentially capable and
habitually stimulable, it is expressed typically in
every self-directed action.
^
I
It is known that intelligence plays a great part in
personal adjustment to daily living, to ways in which one
solves problems, makes deoisicns, and sets up goals. Emo-
tions or organic changes, however, may lower mental output.
Emotions may inhibit energy or reduce motivation and stimu-
lation and thereby lower the effort or persistence level.
Since this study deals with individuals who probably always
suffered from emotional difficulties, one may infer that
they may have possessed more ability than was shown by ways
in which our culture judges intelligence, that is, by educa-
tional and vocational achievement. Progress cn their part
may have been inhibited by emotional blocking rather than
by a lack of intellectual ability.
Education, nonetheless, is a preparation for life,
and formal education is here considered in its relation to
preparing the individual for job opportunities. On the
grammar school level it is customary to equip the individual
3 Catherine Cox Miles, "Intelligence and Social Adjust
ment". Mental Hygiene 0.uartCTly . 22:547, October, 1930.
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with the fundamentals of the three "R7s", and it is not
until high school or a vocational school that any occupa-
tional training is offered. Of the World War I veterans,
eight attended high school and three graduated. Five others
graduated frcxQ college. Of the World War II veterans,
twenty-two attended high school and eleven graduated. Two
others attended business college. Scholastically then,
only eight from the first group and thirteen from the
second group received sufficient training for a particular
type of job. All sixty-nine of the others had to learn a
trade as apprentice workers or advance by work experience
if they wished to make any occipational progress or attain
some degree of job security. Otherwise they would have had
to accept the common jobs that fall to the unskilled, moaial
labor, monotonous factory work, and odd jobs.
Table III was divided into five job classifications:
the unskilled, which included laborers, truck drivers,
factory workers, and odd job woikers; the semi-skilled,
which included apprentice masons, apprentice machinists,
shoe stitchers, and rubber cutters; the skilled, which
listed carpenters, shoemakers, and machinists; business
managers, which included a grocery store eind a restaurant;
end professional
,
which groined a high school teacher, a
college instructor, and one foreign representative of the
Department of Conmerce, These jobs were further described
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Table III
WORK HISTORY
Occupation No* Satisf* Hnsatisf* No Data
Unskilled 69
Semi-Skilled 7
Skilled 9
Business Manager 2
Professional 3
Toted 90
32 25 12
4 2 1
6 2 1
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as satisfactory and unsati sfaotory. By "satisfactory" is
meant that the patient was employed fairly steadily and
that changes were made for valid reasons. By "unsat isfac-
toiy" is meant sporadic work periods, much loafing, and
short term employment. Sixty-nine of the patients were
employed as unskilled woikers and of these, thirty^two made
satisfactory work adjustments, as compared to twenty-five
who did not do well; twelve from this group lacked descrip-
tive details regarding occupational adjustment , There
were seven semi-skilled and nine skilled workers, two
business managers, and three professional workers. Although
the groups are too small to show any definite trends, one
would e^ect that job changes and dissatisfactions would
decrease in proportion to the degree in which one is voca-
tionally trained to make his own choice,
C, Social Adjustment
The pre-schizoid personality Is commonly considered
to be introverted and self-conscious and to have few friends,
Ekttotionally this type of person does not yield easily to
others, either because he feels inferior or because he is
essentially narcissistic and does not easily form identifi-
cations, Sixty-seven of these patients were diagnosed as
dementia praecox; therefore it is natural that several of
the traits listed in Table IV would be characteristic of
them. Fifty-one were described ^as seclusive, as contrasted
^.1
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Table IV
SOCIAL ADJUSTI-IENT
Type of Adjustment No. ofCases Total
Personality Traits:
Seolusive 51
Good Mixer 20
Over-Aggre s al ve 5
No Data 14 90
Sexual Adjustment:
Heterosexual 42
Autistic 18
Homosexual 9
No Data 21 90
Marital Status:
Single 68
Married 16
Divorced 3
Separated 2
1Widowed 90
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to only twenty who were.good social mixers* Forty-two
indicated heterosexual interests* There was no data on
twenty-one oases, and twenty-seven had reached an arrested
stage in their psychosexual development, being on an infan-
tile or homosexual level* Sixty-eight were single; sixteen
were married, of irtiom only one was a War II veteran; three
were divorced, two being War II veterans; and two were
separated from their wives and one widowed, all War I
veterans,
D, Military History
In the military setting it has been found that *^the
earliest and most flagrant breakdowns are among men whose
perscnalities were previously unstable and who had not
effected a satisfactory life adjustment • ^ Table V indicates
that thl rty- three
,
or seventy-nine per cent of the War II
veterans broke down in domestic service with no combat
e23>erience, as contrasted to seven in foreign service. Of
the War I veterans, forty-one broke down in civilian life
and had experienced no combat service, and only three broke
down in foreign service*
Table VI shows that the duration of military service
for the War II veterans ranged all the way from a few months
to three years, making the average duration 17*5 months.
However it must be pointed out that these patients became
4 Grrinker and Spiegel, op. cit*, p* 14
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Table Y
ONSET OF THE PSYCHOSIS
7/ar I War II
I'lace No. No.
In Civilian Life 41 2
In Domestic Service 4 33
In Foreign Service 3 7
Total 48 42
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Table VI
I^ilLITARY HISTORY
No. Months in Service
War II Veterans
No.
of
Men
R A N K *
Pvt. Corp. Sgt. Officer
0 - 6 5 4 1 — —
6 - 12 (1 year) 13 12 1 — —
13 - 10 11 11 — — —
19 - 24 (2 years) 7 6 — 1 —
25 - 30 3 2 — 1 —
31 ~ 36 (3 years) 3 3 — — —
Total of War II Men 42 38 2 2 0
Ranks of War I Men 48 34 7 5 2
Total Number 90 72 9 7 2
Naval equivalents in rank included under army; e.g,, pvt.
or S3/c, etc.
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mentally ill before the actual military discharge, and
periods of service ranging from several weeks to months
may have been spent in army hospitals. Table VI also
shows the relatively few rank promotions among these men,
with only two officers out of the War I veterans, none for
War II, and a total of seventy-two out of ninety, or eighty
per cent
,
who remained in the lowest rank.
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Chapter IV: FROM HOSPITAL TO REHOSPITALIZATION
It is possible that during his hospital confinement
the patient had phantasied the home environment idealisti-*
oally, dwelling only upon the pleasitrable memories* Once
at home, therefore, he may suffer some emotional disturbance
by virtue of disappointment that his reality experieme does
not measure up to the product of his imagination* Further-
more, old conflicts may be revived on his return to the
situations ^ere they originated* Then there is also the
possibility of meeting a change in the environment ft) r which
he i s not emotionally prepared, such as the presence of a
new in-law, or absence by death of a fomer family member*
This chapter will of necessity have a negative approach
for the purpose here is to find where in the present environ-
ment of the trial visit there may have been elements that
afrected the patient adversely* Were the inter-personal
relationships of the hcsne such that the patient felt unwant-
ed or inferior? Did he feel inadequate to make a marital
adjustment? Did certain aspects of his personality such as
paranoia, alcoholic tendency, or sexual conflict prove to
be the greatest obstacles? Did the community fail by not
offering work to those idio sought it?
On ttie other hand, there is a group of i>atients who
were retuined by relatives for rehospitalization even though
their mental and physical condition remained essentially
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Table VII A
REASON FOR REKOSPITALIZATIOK OF WAR I PATIENTS
Reason Diagnosis Sub- Total
FC OP AL CP EP PT MD* Tot.
Relapse
ilanifested in:
28
Home Environment 9 — 9
Alcoholism 5 — 2 1 — — — 8
Psycho-asthenia 6 — — — — — — 6
Sexual Offences — — —
Paranoid Ideas 4 — — 4
Law Violations
Job Failure 1 1
Returned by Relatives 10 1 — 11
Physical Check-up 3 5 — — 1 — — 9
Total 38 5 2 1 1 1 0 48
*Abbrevia tions : FC - Functional GEP - General Paresis
AL - Alcoholic Psychosis
CP - Psychopathic Personality
EP - Epilepsy PT - Post-Trauma tic Psychosis
MD - Psychosis with Mental Deficiency
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Table VII B
REASON FOR REHOSPITALIZATION OF WAR II PATIENTS
Reason Diagnosis Sub. Total
FC OP AL CP EP PT MD* Tot,
Relapse
Manifested in:
Home Environment 18 1 1 1 21
38
Alcoholism 6 — — 1 — — — 7
Psycho-asthenia 1 — — — 1
Sexual Offences 4 — — 1 — — 5
Paranoid Ideas 1 — — — 1
Law Violations 2 — — — 2
Job Failure 1 1
Returned by Relatives — — 0
Physical Check-up 3 — — — — — 1 4
Total 36 0 0 3 1 1 1 42
^Abbreviations : See Table VII A
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uncbanged* Here one may question if these relatives fully
comprehended what was entailed tn the care of a mental
patient. Did they find that the patient had changed more
than they had anticipated, and that his care over a long
period had become tiresome? Did the relative who requested
the trial visit fail to consider what the efiect would be
on the other family members and thus did not foresee the
friction that followed?
In a third category are those patients who returned to
the hospital in order that they might receive medical treat-
ment for physical ailments, but who had presented no serious
emotional or mental problems other than those they had had
upon originally leavii^ the hospital.
Table VII shows a division of the returnees into
three major groups: (a) those patients rehospitalized due
to a return of psychotic symptoms manifested in one form or
another; (b) those whose mental and physical condition
remained essentially unchanged but who were returned by
relatives: and (c) those who volimtarily came back for phy-
sical treatment. The first group was further divided into
smaller categories for study purposes. In sane cases the
writer questioned whether the patient felt insecure because
he was not well integrated within the family circle; in
other instances, insecurity and frustration may have been
felt by the patient as a result of family discord or sibling
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rivalry. These patients were all listed as having been
influenced in their psychotic relapse by factors in the
home environment. Alcoholism as a detrimental concomitant
in a return of psychotic symptoms was similarly separated
as affecting another group of patients. Psycho-asthenia,
sexual offences, paranoid ideas, law violations, and job
failure were the means by which many of the other patients
exhibited their mental symptoms, and for purposes of empha-
sis and further delineation these too were listed in indi-
vidual categories. In so dividing the patients, it is
unavoidable that there will be a considerable over-lapping
of causative factors for relapse of symptoms. However, as
previously stated, these divisions were made to illustrate
certain features of environment, personality, and past
habits, and not to prove conclusively that any one factor
was the sole determinant in bringing about the patient’s
rehospitalization.
A. Reho sp i tali zat ion Due to Ret -urn of Psychoti c Symptoms
1. Return Influenced by Family Setting
Thirty patients, or exactly one-third of the entire
group of returnees, presented factors in the home environ-
ment which may have contributed to the psychotic relapse.
Jjine of these patients were World War I veterans, and
twenty-one were War II veterans. The duration of trial
visit for these patients ranged from less than one month
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to nine months. Twenty-seven carried the diagnosis of a
functional psychosis; the other three of post- traumatic
psychosis, psychosis with epilepsy, and psychopathic
personality. All of the World War II veterans had been
hospitalized for less than one year; seven of the War I
veterans had been hospitalized over ten years, one for
seven years, and another for five years.
The home environment of these patients will be dis-
cussed from the point of view of (a) those having to adjust
to living with relatives outside the family unit, (b) those
having to adapt themselves to inhaimonious relationships
within the family, (c) those who suffered emotional trauma
due to unexpected changes in the family, (d) those who could
not adapt themselves to the family setting because their
hospitalization had been either too long or too brief,
(e) those who did not receive sufficient supervision at
home, and (f) those Tho had to return to their parents^
home or to live with relatives because of the failure of
their marriage,
a. Lived with Relativ es
Seven patients went to live in the homes of married
siblings, and here one must q.uestion how each patient
fitted into the family unit, for once a person has married,
his siblings become a part of the out-group. The newly-
formed unit and subsequent offspring make up the family
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unit or the in-group* Under such ciroumstames the patient
may not feel accepted into a satisfying family life* To go
still further, there maybe controlled or overt hostility
on the part of the in-law, ^o may regard the patient as an
intruder. Except for two oases, there was no recorded
evidence as to how the in-laws reacted to the patients*
In one case the brother-in-law, who frankly admitted his
annoyance toward the patient, felt tint the patient took
too much of his wife’s time, had to be si5>ervised like a
child, and was constantly in the way, thus interfering with
his privacy* In the other case the patient attempted to
kill his sister and brother-in-law, but aside from this
fact no reference to possible motive was mentioned in the
hospital records, and the patient was rehospital ized in a
psychotic state.
Four of this group of patients were War I veterans,
and certain aspects of their personalities must be taken
into consideration* All four of them had been hospitalized
at various times for a period exceeding ten years and
represent more or less the chronic patients. Their egos
had undergone considerable regression and they presented a
picture of marked dependency. As they lacked the initia-
tive and drive to go out and compete in the labor market
the active role ther could accept was apt to be that of
doing household chores and small errands* This not only
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meant that they would be arcxind the house constantly, but
that laiey also would require careful supervision.
On the other hand the War II veteran, may be spurred
on to greater activity commensurate wilii his age, but he
presents a different problem. It is natural in the second
decade of life to have strong sexual drives. The presence
of an attractive sister-in-law in the home or a brother-
in-law of his own approximate age might arouse in the
younger patient an awareness of his own sexual needs.
Social inhibition, a typical characteristic of most of these
patients, would keep him from seeking active social con-
tacts, and he would dwell on hi s secret thoughts with in-
creasing guilt feelings. Ass ooia ted w ith these, there
might be a tendency towards conversions, substitutions and
regressions to other erotic activities, which in turn might
add still further to his guilt and result in anxiety.
Whether frustration on the part of the patient who
lived with a married sibling was due to his feeling of
being unwanted or because of sexual conflict cannot be
proven from recorded material, but these factors are worthy
of seme consideration.
Two patients, a War I veteran and a War II veteran,
spent their trial visits at the homes of aunts, one step
removed from the sibling consanguinity as related to in or
out-group feeling. An aunt may take a maternal interest
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in the patient and make him more accepted than he would be
in a circle of competitive interests, but in-law interference
and cousin rivalry may alter any such ideal situation. The
V/ar I veteran remained on trial visit for five months but
very little was mentioned in his record as to the type of
adjustment which he made. The War II veteran remained on
trial visit less thai one month, and hi s aunt made it
obvious to hospital authorities that she did not consider
the patient as having a desirable influence upon her child-
ren, She remarked that the patient was a source of annoy-
ance to her and the chilctren and did not "fit" into the
family,
b. Inharmonious Relationships within the Family
Three of the War II veterans went to live in homes
where one of the parents was a step-parent. The proverbial
"wicked step-father or step-mother" may 1b ve had some mean-
ing for these patients even if limited to the sense that
their own parent had to Oe shared by seme outsider. There
may have been a revival of the psychological concept of the
Oedipus complex with a strong desire t o possess the mother
alone, a feeling of marked hostility toward the step-father,
and where there were half-siblings, an intensification of
the rivalry situation.
One of the patients went to live with his mother and
elderly step-father. The step-father remained idle all day
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while the mother took care of a -large rooming-house which
she owned; nothing was recorded as to how the patient
occupied himself. He remained on trial visit for seven
months# The second patient went to live with his mother,
step-father, two half-brothers and five half-sisters. This
family had always experienced financial dif ficmlties; the
home was crowded and the sleeping acccmmodations poor.
Very similar to that of the second patient was the plight
of the third patient who shared his home with his father,
step-mother, two brothers, four sisters, and two half-
brothers. Here too economic stress had always played an
important role in the family, and furthermore the father
was described as brutal and domineering. Both of these
patients remained on trial visit less than one month.
Personality traits of other members of the family
are particularly significant to patients i/dio are mentally
ill, and in the case of Ihr ee patients there were marked
personality problems on the part of the parents. The
fathers of these patients were described in such terns as
"nervous", domineerirg, dogmatic, irritable, and miserly.
In one case the mother
,
also, was referred to as emotionally
unstable. All three of Hiese patients were War II veterans.
Two remained on trial visit for one month, and the other
remained three months.
In one instance the patient went home to a "house
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divided" between the sister and the father who did not get
along well together but showed common interest in the
patient. Whether they were able to control their personal
differences for the sake of the patient or whether they
v;ere a source of irritation, again can only be questioned.
This patient remained on trial visit for nine months, one
of the longest home visits experienced by any of the War II
returnees.
Q,uite paradoxical to the other cases in this group
of problems in the home oavironment are three cases that
were selected because standards in the homes ¥/ere so hi^
that the writer felt that the patients may have been
troubled by feelings of inadequacy and inferiority. Two
of these patients came from large families with over four
siblings each, and the other ihad two siblings. In all
three cases both parents and siblings were reported as
healthy and very well adjusted. One may question if the
exuberant surroundings of well-being and robust health of
the other members of the family made these patients more
conscious of their own shortcomings and the possible dis-
grace they might have caused the family. Two of the
patients showed hostility towards their families during
their relapse; one wanted to travel and get away from hcane
and the other acquired a threatening attitude toward his
family. On the third case there was not sufficient infor-
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mat ion to record details* Two patients remained on trial
visit for three months and one remained for only one month.
0. Emotional Trauma Suffered Because of Family Changes
Psychotic symptoms on the part of one patient were
precipitated as a result of the father’s death iJrtille the
patient was at home on trial visit. Another patient was
granted a trial visit in custody of his father, but when he
reacted heme could not get accustomed to the fact that his
father and mother had separated. He brooded about it and
became depressed.
d. Too Long or Inadequate Hospi talization
Failure as a result of a premature trial visit was
illustrated by two of the returnees. In one case the par-
ents of the patient felt that their summer camp would bene-
fit him, and took him home against medical advice that he
was not free from symptoms. A few days later the patient
was returned because of Ms bizarre behavior* A slightly
different picture was presented by another patient who simi-
larly was not mentally much improved at the time he left the
hospital yet remained on tilal visit for nine months. Duriig
his trial visit he lived with his family on a farm and at
no time, his family reported, did he make any progress or
show a good adjustment.
In direct contrast to those patients whose hospitali-
zation had been too brief were those who had been hospital-
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ized so long tiiat tJiey liad become inured to institutional
life and could not adjust on the outside* This was demon-
strated by two patients ;idio felt restless at home, missed
fellow patients, and wanted to return to the hospital.
Both these patients were World War I veterans, and their
trial visits lasted four and five months respectively.
e. Inadequate Sup ervi sion at Home
Two War II veterans who might have made a better ad-
justment had they received better supervision from their
parents had been diagnosed as a psychopathic personality
and as an epileptic with mental deficiency. The patient
with the psychopathic personality presented a repetition of
the usual pattern of his type, refusal to take orders, in-
stability, and lack of moral consciousness. His history
revealed that his father was an actor and playwright and
tlB family had moved a great deal; and the writer gained
the impression that the home atmosphere had always carried
an element of insecurity. When the patiait was returned to
the hospital his parents reported that they had been unable
to control him. Thou^ there is often little hope offered
for the psychopathic personalLity
,
parental stability and
adequate supervision might have had sane controlling
influence.
The epileptic patient suffered seizures as a result of
neglecting his medication and was consequently rehospital-
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ized. The fact that he was also mentally deficient further
indicated that the responsibility should have rested with
the parents,
f . Environmental Changes Due to liar it al Failure
Patients whose hcane adjustment may have been influ-
enced by the memory of a marital failure are two War II vet-
erans and one War I veteran. The War I veteran went to
live with a cousin because his wife informed him that she
.was no longer interested in him. Two two younger patients
had lived a short marital life of less than one year’s dura-
tion prior to their army enlislaiient
*
and both were divorced
at the time of their entrance into the hospital. Upon
their release both patients returned to their parental
home. The hospital records did not indicate in any way how
these patients felt about their former mates, or how much
the loss meant to them. Such information would have been
pertinent in a follow-up study and guidance program for
these patients, in the event that they would have needed
help in attaining new interests. The War II returnees re-
mained on trial visit fran one to two months, and the War I
returnee, who got along very well with his cousin, returned
to the hospital after nine months,
2, Alcoholic Concomitant in Return of Symptoms
Tgble VII shows eight War I veterans and seven War II
veterans whose rehospitalization was influenced by alcohol-
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ism. The diagnoses
-of these patients included eleven
dementia praeoox cases, one manic-depressive, two alcoholic
psychoses, and two psychopathic personalities. From liieir
history of alcoholic habits previous to their psychoses,
eleven were reported as hea-wy drinkers, three as moderate,
and on one no information was available. Further stuiy of
their histories showed that during their developmental
period twelve of these patients had lived in broken or emo-
tionally unstable homes. Thereby one may trace the thread
of insecurity as having started in early life. Some of the
underlying motives ibr alcoholism are explained by two
authors in the following quotations:
The alcohol has helped to postpone any sort of solution
of mental conflict. It has been looked upon as an aid
and in many patients affords a false sense of security
and temporary escape from unpleasant tensions.
^
When we analyze the alcoholized mind, we see in alco-
holic phantasies a tremendous amount of imaginative
ego-compensating material that is burnt up in these
phantasies and never reaches reality. Since the pic-
tures evoked by alcoholic phantasy are so soothing and
satisfying, so flattering to the lacerated ego, and so
void of effort, the incentive to create an enjoyable
state of mind based on reality ceases to exist, and we
have the phenomenon of a search for dissatisfaction or
boredom in the environmait in order to justify the
return of the alcoholic state of mind.
2
Facts revealed by the social histories of these
1 James Hardin Wall, "A Study of Alcoholism in Men”,
The American Journal of Psychiatry . 16:1393, May, 1936.
2 Edward A, Strecker and Francis T, Chambers, Alcohol
One Man*s Meat « p. 46,
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patients indicate that alcoholism as an escape mechanism
had been a long established pattern in the majority of
these cases, and that this indulgence while on trial visit
had been a repetition of the old habits. It is also true
that the alcoholism may have been S3nnptoraatic of a return
of mental illness in which the patient felt the onset of a
depression, or became hyperactive in a manic phase and over-
indulged in everything. At any rate it may be concluded
that patients who are alcohol! cally inclined will need more
supervision, and if possible, special professional guidance.
3 . Returnees Manifesting Psychosomatic .Complaints
It is an accepted fact that various types of somatic
complaints have their genesis in psychic conflicts. There-
fore the following group properly fits under the heading of
"Relapse” shown on Tables VII A and VII B. Under the class-
ification of Psycho- asthenia there is one War II veteran,
age 31, and six War I veterans, the youngest of Whom is
forty-four years old. Four of these patients had had his-
tories of neurasthenia and hypochondriasis prior to their
psychotic episodes, and one developed somatic delusions as
part of his psychosis. The other two did not show any signi
ficant data pertinent to previous complaints, but on return
from trial visit both complained cf vague head and body
pains. Of this group five were married and two were single.
Five of these patients were chronic hospital cases and the
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other two had been hospitalized less than one year. The
duration of their trial visits ranged from one to six
months, arid all of the patients carried the diagnosis of a
functional psychosis.
One may question if some of these somatic complaints
may not have been the result of failure of make an adequate
sexual adjustment. Evidence of such a case was presented
by one of the patients, whose somatic complaints followed a
sexual experience through which he imagined that he had
become Impotent. A psychosis or any serious emotional dis-
order may afreet the libido, and the consequent difficulty
of adjusting to marital life may cause some of these patients
undue alarm and anxiety, thus making it easy to revert to
their old somatic pains as an excuse for their inadequacy.
4. Sex Factor s Influencing the Re turn
The five patients included in those vjhere sex factors
influenced rehospitalization were all War II, unmarried
patients, four of whDm carried the diagnosis of Dementia
Praecox and one. Psychopathic Personality. The psychopath
returned for hospitalization because of his sexual promis-
cuity and his subsequent fears of having contracted a vener-
eal disease, whi ch caused him considerable anxiety. Two
patients became very depressed due to stroi^ conflicts over
homosexual tendencies. Another became hyperactive and
attempted a sexual assault on a girl in his neighborhood.
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and the fifth one exposed himself in front of his sisters.
The last two oases seemed to demonstrate symptoms of a psy-
chotic relapse, whereas in the first three cases sexual con-
flict appeared to teve been the causative factor in bringing
about other symptoms. These patients were all grouped to-
gether, however, because the rehospitalization was precipi-
tated by these sexual aberrations,
5, Paranoid Delusi ons Affecting Rehospitalization
Five patients, all of whom carried the diagnosis of
Dementia Praecox, paranoid type, were reho spi tali zed because
of their paranoid delusions. Four of these were World War I
veterans with a history of mental illness exceeding ten
years. Two of the patients were especially paranoid toward
strangers and fellow employees; one wrote threatening letters
to a former army nurse, one had many paranoid ideas concern-
ing his wife, and another towards his family,
6, Returnees Involved in Civil Law Violations
Two of the returnees ea^jressed their psychotic symp-
toms in a manner affecting the coimiunity, and were sent to
the hospital by court referral. One was charged with petty
larceny and the other wi1h breaking and entering, A brief
glance at the underlying factors shows seme points of
interest.
The first patient, age 19, came from an extremely
religious family. Four of his aunts were Ursaline nuns and
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the maternal uncle was a missionaiy; his mother, likewise,
was extremely religious. Some atten^jt to break away from
this pious atmosphere seems to have been indicated in the
record by a history of periodic drinking bouts since the
age of seventeen. His occupation previous to enlistment
had been that of a grave digger. There had been no previous
court record. While on trial visit he became restless,
wanted to travel, and was referred for rehospitalization by
the court, which charged him with petty larceny.
The second patient, age 20, had gone to live with his
grandmother following the s econd marriage of his mother in
his early childhood. He was veiy fond of her and returned
to her home during his trial visit. The social histoiy of
this patient revealed one previous court charge for breaking
and entering for which he had been given a suspended sen-
tence, His school history, work record, and personal habits
had all been exemplary# which may indicate that his one
court experience might have been the result of some wild
escapade about idiich he could later have developed some
guilt feelings. This patient was returned from trial visit
by coijrt referral after having broken into a tailor shop to
get his suit of clothes instead of waiting until the shop
opened the following day.
Both of these patients were obviously psychotic upon
their return to the hospital, but there seems to be some
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relation in their behavior to their past; the first mani-
festing behavior against th e pr inciples of a good Christian,
and the second repeating an earlier act which may have
caused him some anxiety.
• Re'turn Allegedly Due to Job Pis cou rag erne nt
The two patients put in this category explained the
symptoms of depression which led to their rehospitalization
as due to inability to find work. Both did attempt to work,
but their failures were reflective of other psychic malad-
justment. In regard to jobs alone, these patients should
have had no difficulty in finding work at a time when the
war created a great labor demand. Some consideration should
be given to this factor in view of the likelihood of hand-
ling patients in future years who can adequately meet a job
requirement, but who actually may become discouraged be-
cause there are none available.
More reasonable underlying factors for the failures
of these two patients were (1) the inadequate recovery of
the War I veteran, who eloped and was granted trial visit
status at the request of his sister in spite of medical ad-
vice that he needed further care; and (2) the lack of immed-
iate relatives of the other patient, who lived alone in a
rooming house, receiving only occasional and not too adequat
supervision from distant relatives. His loneliness and lack
of incentive may have been a truer cause for his failure.
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B. Retur ned by Relatives
Of the eleven patients who were returned by relatives
ten were chronic eases and carried the diagnosis of a func-
tional psychosis, and one had been hospitalized for three
years and diagnosed as a post- traumatic psychosis. This
group, for the most part, represents dependent, regressed
individuals whose return to the hospital was not caused by
any psychotic fluctuation, but because their dependency
drained the energy of other members of the family, so that
they were finally surrendered to institutional care. Often-
times these patients are taken out periodically to spend
"vacations at home” of several months* duration. The sea-
sonal pattern of "vacation time" could be followed on four
of these by the concurrent dates of trial visit from year to
year, the length of which varied from two to five mcnths.
Likewise four of the other patients were taken by relatives
who understood the limitations of their illness but wanted
to be helpful in providing the patient with a "change",
which lasted from one to two months. One patient remained
out one month but wanted to return to the hospital because
he missed the companionship of other patients. The remain-
ing two patients were returned by their wives, who found
them "difficult" to have at heme. In both the latter cases
there seem to have been marital conflicts, with one of the
patients having a strong homosexual attachment and the other
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feeling "mi smted”. In this group, too, one may note sane
deviations in regard to causative factors for rehospitali-
zation, but all these patients were put in this category
because the nature of their illness remained essentially
unchanged up to the time of their return to the hospital.
C. General and Physical Check-up Affecting Return
Thirteen patients voluntarily returned for rehospital-
ization in order that they might receive care and treatment
of physical ailments, and according to hospital records
bore no indication of any new emotional or mental ccxaplica-
tions. Nine of these patients were World War I veterans
and the remainder War II. Six were diagiosed with function-
al psychoses, five with general paresis, one with epilepsy,
and one with psychosis with mental deficiency. It is inter-
esting to note that of the entire group of ninety returnees
there were only five with general paresis, and that all five
of these returned merely for a medical check-up which re-
quired only a few days* rehospitali zation. The specific
causes for the return of the thirteen cases in the group
ranged all the way from a few days* general check-up and
subsequent discharge, to dental work, sprains, and sinus
trouble.
As mentioned earlier, the fact that patients were
able to return for physical treatment without suffering
emotional traimia is indicative of the kind of understanding
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Table VIII
LEMOTH OF TRIAL VISIT *
Durati on ^'85.
1
clSf
One-third Year 27 29 56 73
Two-thirds Year 9 6 15 19
Over two-thirds Year 3 3 6 8
Total 39 38 77 100
* Patients who returned for physical treatment were not
included.
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and relationship which can be built up between a mental in-
stitution and a patient. The fact that a patient is on
trial visit does not make him immune to physical ailments,
and he should have sufficient faith and confidence in the
hospital so as not to fear that he will jeopardize his
freedom or chances for another trial visit by accepting
medical services offered by the hospital. To some patients
the memory of the mental agony suffered during their hos-
pitalization is apt to arouse in them a certain distrust
of the hospital. In the trial visit follow-up, therefore,
the social worl©r should be sensitive to the physical needs
of the patient also, and help him to overcome any emotional
blocking which may interfere with his seeking the proper
assi stanc e
.
D* Relative Length of Trial Visit
Table VIII does not show any significant difference
between the War I group and the War II group, but rather
it does show strong general trends. In this table there
are an almost equal number in both groups, and one may note
the high correlation between the two in the duration of
their trial visits. It is indicated that most of the re-
turnees, seventy- three per cent, were rehospitalized with-
in the first third of the year, that nineteen per cent came
back in the second third of the year, and that only eight
per cent of the returnees remained out over two-thirds of a
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year. One predict, .therefore, that the longer these
patients remain on the outside, the less likely they are to
be rehospitalized in a given year. The most difficult
period of their adjustment is that of the first third of
the year, and consequently more intensive follow-up guidance
by the social worker is required during this period.
E. 5mT)lo:,Tnent of Patients on Trial Visit
As indicated by Table IX, a total of fifty-four
patients, or sixty per cent, remained idle during the period
of their trial visit, seventeen found steady employment,
and fourteen changed jobs frequently. The work record of
the younger patients was slightly better than that of the
older ones, but again, the similarities between the two
groups are more outstanding than the differences. The fact
that seventy- three per cent were rehospitalized within the
first third of the year would indicate that perhaps they had
not been out long enough to seek employment. On the other
hand, one may wonder if some organized rehabilitation pro-
gram continued after hospitalizati cm might not have been
helpful in preparing more cf these patients to find a voca-
tional placement, taking into account, of course, the range
in abilities and interests that one would expect to find in
any group of this size.
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Table IX
mPLommi of PATIENTS OK TRIAL "^SIT
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7/ar II
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Per
Cent
No Employment 30 24 54 60
Regular iimploymait 10 7 17 19
Irregular Smplojrmait 5 9 14 15
No Data 3 2 5 6
Total 48 42 90 100
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Chapter V: SUI^iMAT^Y AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study an attempt was made to gain a better
understanding of the causative factors in the rehospitali-
zation of psychotic patients who had been granted a trial
visit from the Bedford Veterans Facility in 1944. The
patients studied were veterans of World War I and World
V/ar II, numbering forty-eight and forty-two respectively,
making a total of ninety. The majority of these patients,
eighty-two per cent, were diagnosed as having a functional
psychosis, and the other eighteen per cent were divided
among six other diagnostic categories: general paresis,
psychopathic personality, alcoholic psychosis, epilepsy,
post-traumati c psychosis, and psychosis with mental
deficiency*
Due to the limited personnel in the social service
department, the patients* hospital records lacked adequate
social data which would have been of great value in the
foilow-up care of patients. In the great majority of case
records of pre-parole investigations and social service
follow-up care were lacking. Similarly, since the social
histories were written for the most part by a busy medical
staff, they did not have sufficient detail to present a
complete social picture. The writer, therefore, based her
conclusions on the psychiatric clinical records in which
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were included those social- historie s taken by the psychi-
atrists, Correspondence files relative to the patient
were also used whenever they offered pertinent information
The personality of the patient was studied as a
whole in order to gain an understanding of the various
aspects of family background, school life, inter-personal
relationships, occupational experience, and militaiy life
which contributed toward the strengths and weaknesses of
the mature person.
The composite picture of the personalities presented
in this study revealed that fifty-nine per cent of the
patients had not had the proper start in life from their
family background, as indicated by thirty-six per cent who
grew 1:5) in emotionally unstable homes and twenty-three
per cent who came from broken homes.
When the school progress made by these patients was
considered it was assumed that the grammar school trained
the individual in the fundamentals of the three ”R’s” and
that the program for vocational preparation was left to
the secondary or vocational schools. Data on scholastic
achievement showed that of the V/ar I group only eight
patients had completed a secondary school, as compared to
thirteen from the War II group who had done the same.
Theoretically then, twenty-one patients had received job
preparation, in ccaatrast to sixty-nine who had had to
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accept jobs for the untrained, or train by apprenticeship.
By coincidence the work records of the patients indi-
cated that sixty-nine had been employed as unskilled
workers, althoogh these did not all coincide with those
who had not finished high school. The remaining twenty-
one patients had worked at jobs which had ranged from the
semi-skilled to the professional in gradually decreasing
numbers. In connection with job satisfaction it was
pointed out that satisfaction was apt to increase in pro-
portion to the extent to which one was equipped to make
his own occupational choice.
Success in work, in play, or in the family relation-
ship is often dependent upon the extent to which a person
can identify with others or adapt himself to group situa-
tions, Social traits of the patients studied revealed
that the majority, fifty-one in nvimber, had always been
seclusive and had experienced difficulty in relating to
other people.
This inability to relate easily to others, or to
work in groups, partially may have been the cause for the
relatively few promotions in rank received by these patient
during their military experience. Their records showed
that eighty per cent started their militaiy service in the
lowest rank and received no promotions. The average length
of military service for the War II veterans was 17,5 months
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although this figure does not mean active service, for
periods ranging from several weeks to months may nave
been ^ent in army hospitals pending a medical discharge.
In the total picture of these patients prior to their
psychotic episode one may note the general weaknesses and
drawbacks in their personalities, starting from the inse-
curity of their home life during their childhood, and aug-
mented by their poor training to meet economic competition,
their difficulty in getting along with others, and finally,
their failure in military life. Their mental breakdown had
been a final blow and this, together with the pattern of
failure experienced all along their lives, may well have
robbed most of them of their self-confidence. 7/here so
many setbacks had been experienced by these people every-
thing possible should have been done by the social service
\
department to make the environment of the trial visit
favorable to their recovery and to give them encouragement.
The trial visit was a test of each patient’s ability
to withstand the obstacles and frustrations of daily living,
and in this respect the past e 2periences of the patient,
together with the condition of his mental diagnosis, deter-
mined the strength of his personality. On the other hand
environmental factors during the trial visit, such as
inter-personal relationships, occupational satisfaction,
and living conditions contributed in presenting favorable
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or unfavorable factors in the patient’s opportunity to
recover. The type of adjustment made by each patient on
trial visit, then, was the outcome of the interplay be-
tween his personality and his environment.
As to the precipitating factors which caused their
rehospitalization, the ninety patients in this study were
divided into three major groups: (1) those patients who
were rehospitalized because of a return of psychotic
sjrmptoms manifested in cne form or another; (S) those
whose mental and physical condition remained essentially
unchanged but who were returned by relatives; and (3) those
who voluntarily came back for treatment of physical ail-
ments and general check-up, and who showed no indication of
mental or emotional ccmplications. In the second group,
those patients returned by relatives, the limitations of
the patient were well understood by most of the relatives
who had asked to take the patients on a temporary basis,
and no setback was suffered by them as a result of the
trial visit.
The third group, thirteen patients who returned for
physical treatment, is accredited to the good relationship
between hospital and patient, which allowed them to return
with confidence.
In the first group, those who were rehospitalized
because of a relapse of psychotic symptoms, there were
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sixty-six returnees. In thirty cases it was felt by the
writer that the environment of the trial visit had pre-
sented factors which mi^t have had adverse efiects upon
tne patient. Nine patients vrent to live with relatives
and the question was raised as to whether these patients
had been properly accepted and integrated into a satisfying
family life. The problem of inhaimonious family relation-
ships was raised in the home situations found in ten other
oases. Three patients went to live in homes where there
was a step-parent and in two instances there were also half-
siblings; three patients went to live in homes where one or
both parents present ed personali ty problems; one patient
went hone to live in an environment of open friction between
his sister and his father; and three other patients went
to homes whose standards were so high that they may have
become frustrated by feelings of inadequacy and inferiority.
Two patients experienced emotional trauma during the trial
visit because of family changes, one due to the death of
his father, and the other because of the marital separation
of his parents. In three cases the patients went to the
homes of parents or relatives after having experienced
marital life pf'ior to their amy enlistment and subsequent
hospitalization. The parents of two other patients did not
exercise proper control in regulating the habits of the
patiaits while they were under supervision.
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Two patients were unable to make an adequate home
adjustment as their trial visit had been premature because
they had not recovered sufficiently; and two found diffi-
culty at home because they had become so inured to institu-
tional life that they became restless while staying away
from the hospital.
In other patients who suffered a psychotic relapse
seme reflection of their backgrounds and previous habits
was seen in the manner in which they manifested their psy-
chotic symptoms: Fifteen patients, eleven of whom had had
previous records of heavy drinking, had an alcoholic con-
comitant in their psychotic relapse; seven patients, five
of whom had had a previous history of hypochondriasis,
returned because of psychosomatic complaints; five patients
fftiose paranoid trends gained greater proportions were
rehospitalized when their attitudes became more threatening;
five patients exhibited sexual aberrations; two patients
came in conflict with the law, one because he rebelled
against the principles of his religious family, and the
other because the memory of an old court experience became
reactivated.
Seventy-three per cent of the returnees were rehos-
pitalized within the first third of the year; nineteen per
cent came back in the second third of the year; and only
eight per cent remained out over two-thirds of the year.
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During the trial visit period sixty per cent of the pa-
tients remained idle. The younger patients showed a
slightly better employment record than the older, but
there was no appreciable difference between the two groups.
The study leads to the following conclusions and
recommendations
:
1, That social histories should be written by
trained psychiatric social workers so that a complete
picture of the patient ^s personality may be presented.
This information would not only be of value to the psychi-
atrist in forming a diagnosis, but it would also help the
worker to give better guidance to the patient during his
trial visit period*
2, A pre-parole investigation should be made by the
social service department for every patient going on trial
visit, and records of such findings should be filed. In
the pre- parole investigation lull consideration should be
given regarding the personalities of all of the family mem-
bers in the heme environment, and not just those who have
asked to have the patient at home.
3, Careful interpretation of the patient’s limitations,
conflicts, and weaknesses should be given by the social
worker to the relatives who are to take the patient home.
4, The social worker should see the patient before he
leaves the hospital in order that a good rapport may be
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5. It was stown by this study that most of the fail-
ures in adjustment occurred within the first third of the
year* Therefore social service guidance in follow-up care
should be more intensive during the first part of the year,
with a gradual decline in the amount of supervision as the
year goe s on.
6. It was pointed out that factors in the home may
reactivate old conflicts on the part of the patient, or
cause him other emotional di sturbarc es. \Yhere there is
any doubt regarding the home environment an intermediate
step should be provided between hospital and home care.
Such an intermediate step might even prove beneficial to
all patients in giving them greater assurance and poise
before returning home*
7. Sixty per cent of the patients remained idle dur-
ing the period of their trial visit, which fact is evidaice
of the need of some rehabilitation program to keep these
patients mentally stimulated and divert them from the
danger of morbid self-introspection.
In compiling this study very few details were pre-
sented concerning the exact nature of the patient’s illness
and degree of recovery upon leaving the hospital. These
factors were C3ciitted because they are within the realm of
the psychiatrist and not that of the social worker. How-
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ever it should be pointed out that because these factors
were omitted the pre-psycho tic life of the patient and
the environmental factors may not have been fairly weighed
in determining the failures experienced by the patients
who were re hospitalized.
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SCHEDULE
Name
Age
Length of service: (Dates) Overseas service?
Length of hospitalization: (Dates)
Date of trial visit: Return from trial visit:
Number of previous trial visits:
Diagnosis: Onset of psychosis:
Significant Fami ly History :
1. Neurotic, psychotic, epileptic or alcoholic determi-
nants in:
Father
Mother
Siblings
Others
2. Desertion by father: by mother:
3. Death of father: of mother:
4. Patient lived with stepmother: with stepfather:
with other relatives: foster home: orphanage
5. Other pertinent facts:
6. Occupation of father:
Early Development :
Normal: Enuresis: Nail biting: Deterred develop
ment in talking: in walking:
Illnesses
:
Previ ous Personality :
Seclusive: Aggressive:
opposite sex:
Good mixer: Shy toward
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Abstinent :
Habits of Alcohol or Dru^s :
Excessive: Temperate:
Education :
Occupational Hj st ory :
Kind:
Steady: Changeable: Lagger: No experience:
Court Record :
Previous Hospitalization for Mental Illness :
Marital Status :
Sex Ad.justment :
Heterosexual: Homosexual: Autistic: No data:
Trial Visit Environment : Medical Prognosis of Patlait :
Social
:
Economi c
:
Attitude of relatives:
Type of Activity by Pa ti ent V/hile on Trial Visi t :
No activity:
Home chores
:
Irregular outside eanployTiiaat
:
Regular employment
:
No data:
Reason for Rehospitalizati on :
Present Status
Kind:
Kind:
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